Nuclear reformation following metaphase in HeLa S3 cells: three-dimensional visualization of chromatid rearrangements.
Nuclear reformation from chromatids following metaphase was visualized three-dimensionally for the first time in mammalian cells (HeLa S3) by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Anaphase and telophase configurations free of mitotic apparatus, cytoskeletal elements and nuclear envelope were prepared using a slightly modified standard cytological procedure which permitted visualization of chromatid position and orientation. Mid-anaphase alignments were observed to be more complex than previously revealed by light and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). One pole consisted of chromatids joined along their lateral length, the other pole consisted of telomeres, apparently of the longest chromatids, aligned in a double concentric layer. As anaphase progressed, re-association of these chromatids appeared to occur progressively along their lateral length toward their telomeres. Morphological evidence is presented suggesting that this lateral re-association may involve interchromatid fibers. After complete joining, structures resembling a hollow half sphere had formed. Based on different preparative procedures for SEM and published TEM analysis, it is this shell-like configuration upon which the nuclear envelope is reestablished in early telophase. As telophase progressed there was loss in depth of the internal chamber resulting in a disc configuration. Following loss of chromatid outline from the surface of this structure, interphase nuclear shape was assumed. Morphometric determinations revealed relative dimensions of chromatid configurations and supported the conclusion that nuclear reformations proceeded by discrete steps. The complexity of such a process, as revealed by SEM analysis, is discussed.